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Introduction

Mera peak is one alluring trekking peaks in Nepal. The altitude of the Mera peak is 6476m. It's a really
high mountain although it requires little or no technical climbing on its normal route. It lies to the East of
the main Khumbu on a far less frequented trail. It includes flexibility for several days to attempt the
summit. The trek into the peak provides an incredible chance to enjoy all aspects of the Himalayan
experience, from the lush green forests of the lower Khumbu region before crossing high passes and
making high way up into the more sparse and rocky upper reaches.

 Trip Facts 

Trip Duration 17 Days
Trip Grade: Challenging
Best Season Oct/Nov/Mar/Apr/May
Accomodation Tea House/Lodge/Tent
Transportation Flight

Cost Includes

All arrival and departure, airport/ hotel transfer.
Accommodation as per itinerary in Kathmandu with breakfast.
Welcome and farewell dinner with the Nepalese cultural program.
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Guided Kathmandu city sightseeing tour including entrance fees.
Require paper document and Peak climbing permit.
Food & Fuel during the trek and base camp during the climbing period.
Staff: Base camp 1 Guide, 1 Cook, 1 Kitchen boy with a helper.
To and from transportation for members and staff.
Equipment allowance, daily allowance for climbing staff.
Expedition insurance for Nepalese staff.
Expedition equipment Tent, Mattresses during the climbing period.
Three meals a day (Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner) tea/ coffee during the trek.
Tea house/ Lodge accommodation during the trek.
An experienced English speaking trekking guide including his flight, salary, A first Aid.
Medical kit box and route map.
All government tax and local taxes.
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